DINE OUT BOSTON

Mar 1-6, 8-13 | $28/Person
Pick 1 from each course | white rice included

APPETIZER

SUMIAO SHANGGAN 秘制香干
chili bean sauce, dried chili, garlic, scallion

STEAMED FISH DUMPLING 鮮味魚餃
fish paste, chives

CHILI CHICKEN 蘇椒鷄
house-made chili oil

PLUM-FLAVORED KIDNEY BEAN 话梅芸豆
dried plum, syrup

ENTREE

SIZZLING BASIL FLAVORED EGGPLANT (V) 鐵板九層塔茄子
basil, green pepper, garlic, ginger, chili soy sauce

BEEF ON FIRE 家乡小炒牛肉
fresno pepper, cilantro, banana pepper

KUNG PAO SHRIMP 宮保蝦仁
onion, peanut, green & red pepper, dried chili

WOK’D FRIED RICE 湖南腊肉炒饭
hunan bacon, cabbage, egg

DESSERT

SWEET TOFU PUDDING 甜豆腐花

RED BEAN SOFT CRYSTALS 紅豆冰水晶

HONEY SOFT CRYSTALS 花蜜冰水晶